Installation instructions Yepp Mini Ahead adapter

The Yepp Mini Ahead adapter is suitable for mounting a Yepp Mini on bicycles with a Ahead system for the handlebar. It fits on regular front forks with a diameter of 1 1/8 inch. These instructions only describes how to Mount the Ahead adapter on the bicycle. For mounting the Yepp Mini and for instructions for use and safety advices please refer to the installation instructions provided with the Yepp Mini together with the manual supplied by the bicycle manufacturer.

Installation

The Yepp Ahead adapter is supplied pre assembled. To mount the adapter on your bicycle you have to remove the handlebar First. Please follow the description below, however the fixation of your handle bar can be different, please check the manual of your bicycle or contact your bicycle dealer.

1. Remove the handlebar by loosening the 2 hexagon screws at the side of the Ahead system. (pic.1). Remove the hexagon screw on top (pic.2), now you can take of the handlebar.
2. Position the Ahead adapter over the stem (pic.3) and reinstall the handlebar. If the length of the stem is not sufficient, you can remove one of the spacers. Make sure that you install the handlebar correctly and make sure that the cables are not twisted. Tighten the hexagon screws firmly, check the manual of the bicycle for the right tightening force.
3. To prevent the Ahead adapter from turning you always have to mount the U-shape bracket. (pic.4) You can chose one of the 2 available positions, depending on the shape of your system. Use the washers and tighten the nyloc bolts firmly (4Nm). For extra protection you can mount the acorn nuts.
4. Assemble the Yepp Mini according to the provided instructions.

Instructions for use:

- Make a short test ride, without child, to check if everything is mounted correctly and the seat does not obstruct the cycling.
- If you have any doubts regarding the assembly of this product on your bicycle we recommend you obtain further information from your bicycle retailer.

Warnings and safety advices:

- **WARNING**! Never modify the Ahead adapter yourself. This will invalidate the guarantee and any claims for liability.
- **WARNING**! Note that cycling with a child seat can affect the way the cycle behaves, especially when moving off and going round corners. Use the Yepp Mini with Ahead adapter only on bicycles suitable to carry the extra load. Check the manual of the bicycle or contact the bicycle’s manufacturer.
- Check after assembling if all Parts are mounted correctly and all fasteners are sufficiently tight.
- **WARNING**! The Yepp Mini Ahead adapter is designed for normal daily use; not for extreme circumstances such as off-road or on ATB courses.
- Check regularly if all fasteners are sufficiently tight.
- Check if it legal to mount a child seat on the front of your bicycle in the country you wish to use it.

Guarantee:

GMG guarantees that this product has been manufactured according to the latest European safety standards and quality requirements for this product and that this product at the time of purchasing has no defect in workmanship and material. During production various quality checks have been performed. In case, despite all our efforts, during our guarantee period of 24 months, this product shows a material and/or manufacturing fault (with normal use as described in this manual), than GMG
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is required to respect this guarantee. In that case please contact your dealer. For detailed information on the application of the guarantee you can contact your dealer.

The guarantee is excluded in the following cases:
- In case of use different than described in the manual.
- The product is brought for repair through a not authorized dealer.
- The product is not presented with the original proof of purchase to the manufacturer.
- Repairs were performed by third party or not authorized retailer.
- The defect was caused by misuse, careless use or maintenance, by neglect or impact damage to the seat and/or frame.
- In case of normal wear to parts, which you may expect during daily use of a product.

Since when?
The guarantee term starts at the date of purchasing of the product.

For what period?
The guarantee is for a period of 24 consecutive months. The guarantee is only for the first owner and cannot be transferred.

What do you have to do?
After purchasing the product you must carefully keep the proof of purchase. The date of purchasing must be clearly visible on the proof of purchase. In case of any problems or defects you have to go to the retailer. You cannot demand exchange or return. Repairs will not affect the duration of the guarantee. Products sent directly to the manufacturer are not eligible for guarantee.

This warrante is according to the European Standard 99/44/EG dated May 25th 1999.

Guarantee specifications:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrosion</th>
<th>&lt; 6 months after purchase</th>
<th>&gt; months after purchase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓ = Guarantee</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>? = Guarantee possible after inspection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rights of modifications reserved